Base Brine Sprayers
Banjo Poly Pump - PVC Boom - Aluminum

- All aircraft grade aluminum construction
- Available with 335 gallon tank to 4035 gallon elliptical leg tank with molded in baffles
- Polypropylene fittings with stainless steel clamps
- Manual start Banjo 2" polypropylene centrifugal pump
- Banjo electric on/off valve
- Wireless on/off switch for in cab use
- Manual override box for on/off
- Tank agitation
- Pressure regulator with pressure gauge
- All polypropylene ball valves
- 2" remote suction
- Garden Hose connection
- Camlock quick disconnects to boom
- 7' SCH PVC with aluminum angle boom for hitch mount
- Boom buster nozzles for extra coverage
- Bex clamp on nozzle bodies
- Your choice of stainless steel nozzles

3-Lane Coverage!
335-4035 gallons